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BALLOON-SUPPORTED

A NTENNAS FOR HF
How to really get out on 80 and 160 meters

by Stan Gibi/isco WI GV
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wavelength (at point B) of perhaps 600 to 800
O s. W ith a thin wire. the value will be very
high. resulting in low ground losses with
even a marginal grounding system. Matching
techniques fo r Y.t -wave radiators a re well
known . Figure 2 shows two popular match
ing devices-the quarter-wave sect ion of
open-wire line and the tuned tank circu it.

Refer again 10 Figure I. As the antenna
length increases beyond liz wavelength. the
re sistance decreases again. and reaches a
minimum at ~ wavelength (point C). This
value is somewhat higher than the value at \4
wavelength because of the extra resistance
thai occurs from radiation . Further increas
ing the height makes the resistance r ise again.
where it reaches another ma ximum at I wave
length (point D). Because of radiat ion, this
value is less than the value at Y.t wavelength.
Continuing the inc rease in height produces a
characte ristic conve rg ing spiral in the com
plex R + jX plane . centered around a point
on the R axis at about 180 + jO . II can be seen
thai the reactance alternates between capac
itive and inductive. being zero whenever the
antenna has a he ight that is an integral multi
ple of I"wavelength .

If a balloon-supponed antenna is perfectly
vert ical. ideal heights fo r ornnidi recrional
low-angle radiation are in the range of liz to t.
wavelength . Al 1.810 MHz. Y.t wavelength is

represented by 259 feel (78 .8
meters] and -% wavelength by
323 feet (98.5 meters) . These
lengths a re determined by Ihe
formulas:

Los. (Ieet) - 46811 MHz
l-e .. (meters) '" 143/f MHz

Lo u s.( leet) '" 585n MHz
L." o.,. (meters) • 17811 MHz

Antennas supported by bat-
loom•. however. are rarely
straight up and down. Even a
slight wind produces consid
erable slanting of the antenna .
If the wind is susta ined over
20 miles per hour. it becomes
difficuh to keep a balloon an-
rcnna from breaking apart o r
coming down in a gust. My
experience is thai long wi res
supported by 'small balloons
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Fif{ur, J . Stopprrinx Iht' balloon after
;nj1l1fion. The cardboard di,I A1l("/$ 10 sta
hili:1' the IlI.lffoml in winds.
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FiKur~ I. R'<If'la"c~/RHiJla ll("l' rr/ali!m·
Jhip for un antenna fr/H" 0 10 1% ""(II'r
fl'nKlh hiJih (I,oilll E).

FiJiurr 1. Two common mll/chinf{ systems
for the halloon antenna.

Init ia l Considerations

ground. The nearest above-ground power
lines arc over 950 feet (290 meters) away.
Allow a few percent for e rror in estimating
the distance 10 a power line . I SCi the upper
limit of my system 10 900 feet (about 275
mcrcrsj-cstill more than a fu ll wavelength at
1.8 M Hz.

The antenna doe sn't have 10 be any panieu
la r length. although n' s best to choose a

Certai n thin gs we re obv ious r ight Irom thc length near an integ ral mu ltiple of lh wave-
beginni ng when I made my plans 10 fl y a length . At these lengths.the resist ive cornpo-
~-wave end-fed ante nna for 160 meters . T he ncnt of the impedance is high. minimizing
materials must be readily obtainable. The ground losses . In Figure I. the var iation of
wire must be lightwe ight. conductive. and complex antenna impedance . end-fed over
st rong . There should be some provision for perfectly conducting grou nd. is shown for
keeping the balloo n from ta k- r-' ""''''';;;- -t vertical antennas for
ing the ante nna away . This increasing height. At
last ite m is quite important be- heights less tha n '.4
cause a long cooducron rreit- wa velength . (the
ing from a large. hgmer-man- graph curv e up 10
air balloon . can be a hazard . It point A) . the rcsis-
will eventua lly come down- liv e co mpo ne nt is
perhaps draping the antenna ext re me ly low . As
over a power line . me height increases

The bal loon itse lf has 10 be b eyon d 1.4 wav e -
la rge enough 10 lift the amen- length . where the re-
na and 10 keep it up in a mod- s istance is about 37
c rate breeze . I fou nd an-inch O s . the res istance
(aboutl-mctcrj balloons for u cont i n u es t o in -
few dollars that worked well crease. II reaches a
for winds up 10 about 20 miles m a x i mum a I liz

per hour and antenna lengths
up 10 about 500 feet which
used A .W.G . #20 (0.03o- inch
o r 0.762-mi ll im eter ) a lu 
minum w elding wire . At
higher wind speeds. stabi lity
wa s poor and severa l balloons
plunged into tree branche s
and popped . Future plans in
clude kite /balloon combi na
tions to a llow greater flight
stabi lity in higher ..... inds . ..... ind
shea r . gust ing. and do wn
drafts .

The most important consid
eration is: don't ancrnpt bal 
loon n ight when there' s any
chance that the wire will hit a
power line. Fo rtunately , I live
in a neighborhood where most
of the utility lines are und er-

T he idea of using a helium-fi lled balloon
as a support for an antenna is ce rtai nly

not new . bUI it is rarely done . Contrary to
ma ny ham ' s opinions . ho wever. flying a
" balloon vertical " or " ba lloo n sloper" need
not threaten e ithe r the pocketbook or human
lives.
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Figure 5. Base mounting scheme for the
balloon antenna.

Figure 4. How the cardboard disk stabi
li;:~r serves 10 sltJbi/i;:~ Ih~ balloon in
winds. 7h~ "" ....a rd forc~ from th~ disk
balanu s th~ dl/l'..nM;ard vector Cfllls~d by
air flo ....ing around the balloon itself

t ight grip on the base of the
balloo n a s well as o n the
dumbbell o r whatever weight
is used . Slight gusts of wind
will se nd the balloon into wi ld
gyrations and it could easily
hit a twig or the corner of the
eaves and pop . As soo n as the
antenna wire is connected to
the base of the balloon , Ihe
balloon should be let up so that
it wi ll be out of the way o f the
roofor low trees . Stability im
proves when the balloon is
clear of objects that c reate
wind turbulence. It shou ld not
be left at great heigh t s

unattended or for long periods during the
daylight hours, as a mis hap can occur and
neigh bors might get inqu isit ive (along with
half the count ry if the balloon is high
enough).

Deter-mininK The Rest Height

This kind of antenna is especially useful on
80 or 160 meters. Normally the ~-wave

height is best for all-around use . The length
can be measured by determining the circum
fere nce of the spool , with the wire fully
wou nd on it, and then counting the tu rns by
fee ling the knob thumpi ng on your hand . II is
important to add the length of the lead-in
when determi ning antenna length . Don 't ex
pect exact resonance-a * -wave radiator is
nonresonant anyway , The reactance is tuned
out by the transmatch at the stat ion .

It ' s sometimes desirable to use heights
greater than * wavelength . When this is
done , precaut ions must be taken to ensu re
that Ihe antenna cannot fall on a power line.
There is increased risk of such probl ems as
the wire coming down on television antennas,
neighbors' cars . houses , and such th ings . The
slope and tension will inc rease as the balloon
is flow n higher. The aluminum welding wire
that I used , about A.W.O. #20, gives approx
imately 1200 feet (366 meters} per pound.
This ca n be lifted by the balloon I chose, and
is about as long as any wi re that any ham is
likely to want to use . The length of the wire
will determine the cones of maximum radia
tion around the antenna . As the wire is made
longer , the cones become sharper- that is,
the angle of the apex decreases. Minor lobes
also appear, A complete di scussion of this
subject would require a long article or book
chapter all by itself. and there is simply not
space here for it. Longwire antennas arc dis
cussed in Th~ ARRL Antt'llna Book. , where
det ailed ill ustrations of the max ima are
given.

Considering that Ihe max imum length of a
balloon antenna is two wavelengths at 160
meters , there will not be appreciable gain
resulting from the major lobes of a longwire
oflhis size. There will be excellent low-angle
radiation in some directions. however. and it
may be expected that these maxima will
prov ide superior low-angle radiation com
pared with any other kind of l60-meter anten
na available to most amateurs. For example,
a 1.5-wavelength wire at 1.810 MHz will
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meter) longwire , was used . It 's always a
good idea to have such a backup antenna
whe n a balloon ante nna is used , so the re is
something to fall back on if conditions be
come too adverse for balloon flight.

I wound the wire , along with the fishing
line , o nto a spool intended for utility cords.
The spool provided about 18 inches (perhaps
50 em) of length per tum and made it easy to
ret rieve the wire without tangling . The spool
was anchored to Ihe railing of the sundeck
with a pants" belt , A wire wrapped around the
ra iling and tied to the crank knob of the spool
provided additional anchoring . The wire to
the shack was cl ipped to the antenna wi re
with an all igator clip . The whole base-mount
ing scheme is shown in Figure 5 .

Of course, you don' t need to watch the
balloon to know a catastrophe occurred with
the system. When the wire came down shon
ly after the contest began , the linear let me
know right away by emitt ing a profoundly
di sgusted hiss. Signal s dropped off to almost
noth ing. The SWR o n the antenna tuner sky
rocketed and all operations were momentari
ly suspended . Conditions improved the sec
ond night o f the contest.

Inrtauon Process

The balloons I used had nec ks that fit d i
rectly over the helium tank valve , without the
need for a special nozzle . Rubber bands se 
cured the balloon to the valve . Inflation was
done in the garage with the door down to keep
air cu rrents to a minimum, with the cars out
side and the ce iling lights off.

Take care to keep the balloon away from
sharp objects like hanging shove ls, rakes and
brooms . I inflated the balloon slowly to keep
it from blowing off the tan k. and so I would
not accidentally overinflate and pop it . When
the balloon was properly inflated , I pinched
the neck and put the stopper in it , securing the
neck tightly around the stopper with rubber
bands. The balloon was then tethered to a
sho rt string, using the scre w hook in the stop
per, and the other end of the string was tied to
a Scpound dumbbell. It is surprisi ng how
much weight a balloon this size can lift . It
took a medium-sized hammer up! Be sure to
use sufficient securing weight.

Bringing the balloon outside requires a

. .... 0

almost always are "slopers,"
not ve rticals. Therefore , for
low-angle di rectional propa
gation, lengths greater Ihan *
wa velength become quite
pract ical and use fu l. To date I
have flown lengths up to 830
feet (253 meters), represent
ing about 1.6 wavelengths at
1.810 MH z .

The Ra~ic Design

The components for the ba
sic balloon antenna cost under
$ 100. Ilcft out the costs of the
antenna tuner-a fundamental
component for a system like
th is-and the grou nd radial
syste m, w hich you sho uld
co ns ider installi ng . Several
radials of ·" wavelength or greater, laid on or
just under the ground , minimizes ground
losses and optimizes antenna performance.
Such a system also reduces RF in the shack.

The original mot ivation for this e xperiment
was the 1988 CQ Worldwide 160-metcr CW
DX contest. I planned to fly a * -wave an ren
na for 1.8 10 MHz. The wire was A.W.G .
#20 (actually specified at 0 .030 inch diame
ter) hard alumi num welding wi re , uninsulat
ed, single-strand. The height was trimmed by
adju sting for minimum SWR at 3 .620 MHz ,
the seco nd -harmo nic where the a nte nna
would be 5/4·wave resonan t and presen t a fair
ly good match to 50 O s (it turned out to be
1.2 : I). A IIO-yard (about l(X).meter) roll of
20-pound monofilament fish ing line was run
out along with the wi re to act as a backup if
the wire broke. This gave a good indication of
the initial length of the wire, and ensured that
the ante nna really was being tu ned for 5/4
wavelength at 3 .620 MH z and not ~ or 7/.
wavelength .

It was necessary to trim about 20 feet (6
meters) off the line for resonance , and this
seemed about right since the lead-in to the
shack was 15 feet (5 meters) from the base o f
the antenna.

The balloon. a 40-inch display balloon ,
proved to be unstable in even a slight wind, so
a stabilizer was added by tracing a ca rdboard
di sk around a 33 Y.\ -rpm phonograph record
and placi ng it at the base of the balloon as
shown in Figure 3 . This device acts to defl ect
air downward when the balloon slopes in a
wind. The balloon is thereby stabilized at the
angle where the upward fo rce from the disk
balances the downward vector caused by air
flowing around the balloon itself (Figure 4 ).
T his results in substantial improvement in
stability, with much less bobbing and d ip
ping . and a diminished threat of the antenna
coming down because of a catastrophe with a
tree branch.

Even with the stabilize r, I don ' t recom
mend flying the balloon in a wind of more
than 20 miles per hour susta ined, as the ba l
loon may co me off the end o f the wi re . Two
balloons were lost this way , one prior to the
contest and anothe r after one hour, nine min
utes of operation at the 77th contact. At this
po int, the stable antenna , an 880-foo t (270-
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Conclusions

I thought about puning up some son of
shon vertical or inverted L and forgetting
about the balloon idea altogether. Such
thoughts come to me when another balloon
gets away-it is staggering to realize how
many different ways this can happen-but
nothing outperforms the ultimate, no-com
promise, full -size antenna for transmitting.
I'll keep the shon verticals, longwires and
inverted Ls for use when conditions will not
permit balloon flying, but in the next 160
meter contest, you can be pretty su re that if
W IGV has a big signal , the antenna is a
*-wave balloon vertical or a longer balloon
sloper!1II

would be better under such
conditions, but there is no
guarantee that a kite will
stay up when condit ions
change. It would be ideal
to have a device that would
fly under conditions of no
wind up to perhaps 30 or
even 35 miles per hour .
(Wind speeds greater than
35 miles per hour are unfa
vorable even for the best
kites .) I have heard that
there is a device called a Ky
toon that will serve this pur
pose, but I would prefer to
attempt to build my own at
low cost, since these fl ying
machines seem to have a
propensity for getting lost or
destroyed.

The stabilizer descr ibed
here is a big help, but in a

gusty wind. or a wind more than 20 miles
per hour, the balloon still flies very low
and may hit tree branches, and gel snagged,
or pop. It may be necessary to use a kite
for relatively windy conditions and a balloon
for less windy weather , but the goal is to
make a single device that will slay up in a
variety of weather conditions. One idea is to
attach a balloon to a small kite. In this case ,
it's important that the balloon be able to lift
the kite, and that the kite not break because of
the added wind resistance caused by the bal
loon. It should also be ensured that the bal
loon will not be popped by a pointed part of
the kite. Figure 7A shows one possible ar
rangement.

Another idea is to use a pair of garbage
bags fo r the balloon or, alternatively, large
plastic bags from a department store. Two of
the bags could be taped together using wide
plastic tape, such as is shown in Figure 7B.
The joint could be sealed with acrylic spray
and the gas put in a hole cut in a corner of the
bag. It is ofa shape thai might be rigged to fly
as a kite, especially if fins could be attached
fo r stabilization.

I plan to keep working on balloon supports
that are more reliable and that will slay up
longer. The low bands are primarily winter
time DX bands, wh ich is line since there are
no thunderstonns in many places during the
winter.
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Figurt 7. Ml'('ral balloon anl('nna ar
ranl:tmtnl5.
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Future Designs
The main problem was the wind . It is not

common fo r many locations to be windless
or near windless in the wintertime. A plain
balloon will be blown down by a wind of
more than about 20 miles per hour. Kites

on the long wire ,
with noise levels of
S-2 or S-3, which
weren't readable on
the vertical. I there-
fore set up an arrangement with a separate
receiver so that I could listen on the longwire
while transmitting on the balloon-supported
antenna.

Results were immediately gratify ing . I
tuned up to 500 wails CW output, the most
power I dared to use on that thin wire. Signal
repo rts were quite routinely S-9-plus . It
was n't unusual to hear any report less than
589. I did not work any DX , except for the
Virgin Islands, Pueno Rico and Alaska, but
this is probably because I didn't have the
appropriate system of beverage antennas that
is best for hearing DX at 1.8 MHz. On 80
meters I easily worked JA stations, hearing
somewhat better on that band with the balloon
vertical since the noise level was a lillie more
reasonable.

In the contest, stations that are well known
fo r holding frequencies. were calling me .
That meant the thing was gell ing out, even
when it was flying at an angle of 35 to 45
degrees abo ve the horizon. I used 12 radials
laid under the snow. each l,4 wavelength long
at 1.8 MHz. When W0AIH answered me
during a run, I knew I was doing something
right!

l noticed some static buildup on the antenna
while it was being put up. This should be
expected. Avoid shock by not touching the
ground wire or lead-in before the antenna has
been connected . If it snows or rains, or if the
wind gels too strong, the antenna should be
reeled in . It's no fun to work in constant fear
of a sudden load change.

Trial and erro r is pan of any project , but I
hope this article will help you avoid some of
the more common problems involved in try
ing to fl y balloon-supported antennas. More
complex projects, such as balloon-supponed
wire quads for 160 meters, are in the back of
my mind .
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Figurt' 6. Radiation patterns fo r u 1.5
...a ..~/~nl:/h ...ire a/ 43 · to I/l(' horizon .
This is tin ~xull('f't 10"'-(1ngl(' radiator.

On The Air

The first thing I noticed when I flew
my first balloon-a *-wave 160-meter slant
ing venical-was noise. It is evidently no
misconception that a wideband vertical will
pick up tremendous amounts of noise. ofte n
S-9. Signals were often as high as S-9 + 30.
while on my 880-foot (27o-meter) longwire
the signals were rarely of that caliber. Even
so, it was often true that signals were readable
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The Impermanence of It

I have wondered why this kind ofantenna is
nor used more often by enthusiasts of 1.8 and
3.5 MHz. and I think I have some idea. First,
and quite legitimately. many hams are in ar
eas where this kind of project is impractical
and perhaps even dangerous. A trip to the
country, QRP style, is an alternative in these
cases. You may want to try this for Field Day
on 80 meters and possibly even 40 meters .
It's worth a try from a temporary location .
Don't do anything that might endanger your
lifc or someone else 's life by trying this near
power lines, however .

Second. this kind of antenna seems imper
manent , flimsy, and even "hokcy" to some
because it may be brought down by mis
chievous winds or birds, and because it is
subject to so many variables. It may even
seem like cheating 10 use a balloon suppon .
But it ...orb. The loss rate is considerable no
mailer what you do, but it' s st ill fu n while it
lasts .

measure 777 feet (236 me
ters) and will have maxima
in a double cone with apex
angle about 43 degrees. and
also in the plane perpendicu-
lar to the wire. If this wire
flies at an angle of 43 de
grees up from the horizon
with a wind from the north.
the re will be low-angle max
ima toward the North and
South, and also toward the
East and West (Figure 6).
These result from phasing at
quite high locations above
the grou nd and will be es
sentially the same as if the
antenna were in free space.
There will be radiation at somewhat elevated
angles in var ious direct ions. The actual pat
tern is rather complicated. bu t with a bit of
imagination yoo ca n envision the radiat ion
pattern in three dimensions .

We have no control over the wind direc
tion, but we can change the length ofthe wire
and obtain maxima at low angles in any de
sired direction, no mailer what the wind di
rectio n. Winds do cha nge freq uently .
though. and if you get very serious about
balloon antennaoperation you may find your
sclflistening to NOAA Weather Radio quite a
10(. II's helpful to know when 10 reel in the
balloon!

Again. don't forget to tether the balloon
with fi shing line along with the wire, so that
the balloon will not be likely to take the wire
with it if there is an accident.


